
AnSC 137, Winter 2018 

Chinese Popular Religion 
 

AnSC 137, Section A00, Course ID: 923505 
TuTh 3:30-4:50 pm, Sequoyah 148 

Office Hours: Tu 2-3:30, F 3-4:30 pm (SSB 282) 
Final Exam: Tuesday, March 20, 2018 3-6 pm 

Description. “The religious world of ordinary Chinese of pre-communist times, with 
some reference to major Chinese religious traditions. Particular emphasis on the relation between 
popular religion and other aspects of Chinese personality or culture.” (This is a social science 
course, focused on behavior, not a course in philosophy or literature. In general, we will be more 
interested in guilt and ghosts than in salvation and Sanskrit.) 

Requirements. Your grade will be based on a final exam plus a series of short essays or 
projects scattered through the quarter at a rate of roughly one every week or two. Each will have 
a maximum possible point value, with the final exam accounting for a plurality of the points for 
the course. Attendance will be taken and will have a minor effect on grades. In some class 
sessions brief quizzes may also be administered. Some points may be awarded for particularly 
useful class participation. 

Required Materials. All assigned reading in this course is on-line and is linked to the 
class web site, including a handbook of policies and procedures and a syllabus of daily 
assignments, with links to readings. (Caution: Reading is not evenly spread over the quarter.) The 
site also provides session summaries and amazingly fascinating optional readings. The on-line 
syllabus and handbook may incorporate updates and take precedence over this page. Some 
readings are password protected. The log-in and password for such pages are both “china” (lower 
case). The class web site is located at: 

http://dkjordan.net/an137/chrel.html  
 

Login: _____  Password: _____ 
 

(Note: No capital letters.) 

(Login and password must be learned in class, since including them on-line compromises 
the security they are intended to protect.) 


